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Abstract. A manipulator is an alternative to progress profitability in mechanical 
computerization. The robotic controller executes forms’ assembly operations in hazardous 
conditions. Since computerized controllers are highly vulnerable nonlinear powerful 
frameworks, it is hard to provide precise unique conditions at controlling laws’ configuration. 
Virtual Reality (VR) is a fundamental advance at use in modern biomedical, medical 
procedures and different fields where a 3D object helps to comprehend complex behavior. This 
work proposes the interaction with 3D models in VR environment achieved by accurate 
sensing from feedback, and then reconstructs the instruction according to practical limitation of 
a real human arm movement.  

In this work ANFIS played a key role in finding results with optimal values because the 
combination of Neural Networks (NN) benefits and obscure logic systems research examined 
the individual defects in both of them. Use of Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) in dynamic 
systems has quite extensive and accurate results, when adding a training signal system to the 
mixed learning base implemented at combining the slope proportions technique, a Least Square 
Error (LSE) preparing the ANFIS organization for any framework to take care of the issue any 
way. This work presents a keen controller actualization with 7-DOF controller for a model 
designed with a VR situation that reproduces the system design by associating 
Matlab/Simulink to connect the VR model with some instruction to execute orders delivered by 
the hybrid intelligent controller based on ANFIS technique. Palatable outcomes are 
implemented in reproductions that improve the procedure as an essential utilization of this 
controller design. 

Keywords: Human-Link Manipulator, Hybrid Intelligent Controller, Virtual Reality, 
Artificial Neural Networks. 

1. Introduction. Since the beginning of this century, working with
neural networks (NNs) has become effective in numerous troublesome me-
chanical applications. However, handy encounters have demonstrated that 
each of these two astute innovations has its constraints  in working with their 
own application deserts that point to restriction of their valuable usage in 
certain frameworks, particularly the intricate ones [1, 2]. So, to find an an-
swer to this logical issue, a few tests were run to incorporate FL and ANN 
into a bound together framework that prompted the rise of a fast and precise 
improvement in the craft by puzzling synapses. Today ANFIS has become 
one of the most generally utilized neural frameworks and has been proposed 
by numerous classifiers [3, 4].  

Fuzzy system has form information achieved by means of fractional 
set participation instead of a fresh one. Like neural system FL can create 
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unmistakable results from obscure vague uncertain and missing input data. 
An appropriate FIS is basic to rectify fuzzy enrollment capacities and fuzzy 
standards. Yet building it requires some investment and necessities, as well 
as special skills. Another problem is to change space information from a 
poor out-of-business opportunity, even for industry professionals [5-7]. 

In the mid-1990s an intelligent system called ANFIS was created. 
Adhering to ideas that the rationale is fuzzy and nervous; it is a framework 
across a granular strain that improves learning and programmed adaptation. 
Specialists have used such a framework to anticipate and display different 
construction frameworks. One of the basics in versatile neural learning 
strategies is a thin display technique that learns the informational index and 
natural registers /registration work parameters/ that allow to get the best 
possible degree for FIS by following information / yield information [8-10]. 

The recording work parameters are set by a mixture of least square 
estimation and back reproductive calculation in order to estimate the sharing 
work parameter. Parameters change through an educational procedure as it 
is in the nervous system. Their changing is encouraged by an angle vector, 
which determines what information the FIS models have for specific ar-
rangements of parameters. When the angle vector is received, any of a few 
advancement schedules can change the parameters to lessen the mistake 
between the genuine and the ideal yields. The fluffy framework at that point 
gains from the information demonstrating. The change of the participated 
work limits does not have to deal with a human administrator, so, this is a 
preferred position over unadulterated fluffy worldview [11-13]. 

Nonstop and boring assignments of lines creation are tiring, and 
weakness can cause some damage in medical issues. A robot controller arm 
can more than once convey immense and substantial parts starting with one 
generated line onto the next one, so, these days it is widely utilized at pro-
cessing plants to build effectiveness and handle rehashed/risky/sensitive 
undertakings (e.g., semiconductor wafer creation) [14-16]. 

Opposite kinematics is one of the fundamental issues in mechanical 
autonomy, and it is frequently handled at differential level since joint space 
speed maps straight to Cartesian space speed. Subsequently registering the 
joint space speed from a given Cartesian end-effector speed can be viewed 
as a straight relapse issue. Thus, it is notable that the Jacobian lattice of the 
controller, speaking about this direct mapping, can be ranked insuffi-
cient (should there be an occurrence of kinematic singularities) and regard-
less of whether its full-position has a larger number of segments than col-
umns (in the event of repetitive controllers), hence the straight relapse is not 
a well presented issue [17, 18]. 
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The plan of contrasting the most common arrangements with the 
kinematic singularities issue depends on regularization drawing near for 
the most part known as damped least squares arrangements, which are 
used in the regularization technique by Tikhonov (1963) working with 
poorly presented direct relapse issues. The thought is to explain a poorly 
presented direct reversal issue by presenting it in the cost work, together 
with the remaining of the relapse, a punishing term for the standard of the 
arrangement. The most basic issue in such methodologies is the determi-
nation of the weight, the alleged damping factor, of such an extra 
term [19]. An extraordinary ANFIS learning methodology, called in-
vert (TBP), was used to control non-direct MIMO systems by trading 
between units suitable to each time sample [20]. In any case, this strategy 
is portrayed by serious estimation and advancement in execution [21].  

Another preparation model with ANFIS as intelligent controller with 
nonlinear and complex MIMO design is a reverse training; the ANFIS ar-
rangements are prepared to get familiar with the opposite elements of the 
system it controls. Its prosperity, nonetheless, is significant with three com-
ponents like: exact displaying of the first framework (an issue when the 
framework is perplexing), accessibility of the framework backward ele-
ments (generally they do not exist), and fitting dissemination of the pre-
pared information (could be inconceivable, given imperatives of the frame-
work elements) [22, 23]. There exists another preparation approach differ-
ent from the previously referenced ones.  

Present robot route frameworks request controllers that can consider 
certain complex issues in dubious and dynamic situations. ANFIS gathers 
intrigue since this provides the advantages of combining NN and FL, and 
evacuates their separate burdens by consolidating them with their basic 
highlights. ANN is the other inspiration to be examined into FL. It may be 
successfully utilized as a widespread learning worldview by including fluffy 
derivation frameworks [24, 25]. 

Conventional robot control techniques depend on solid scientific 
displaying, examination and amalgamation. Existing methodologies are 
suitable to the controllers of portable robots operating under obscure 
conditions and running errands that require development in unique situa-
tions. Operational assignments under the unstructured conditions, for 
instance, on distant planets or at dangerous waste locales, that are pro-
gressively intricate, the explanatory demonstrating is deficient yet. Nu-
merous scientists and architects have attempted to somehow resolve the 
navigational issues of versatile robot frameworks [26, 27]. 

Despite the fact that fuzzy frameworks can utilize information 
based on semantic principles (and hence could actualize master human 
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information and experience), fuzzy controller has no efficient structure 
strategy. Tuning of participated work parameters requires some invest-
ment. NN training procedures can robotize the procedure with advance-
ment and execution improved [28, 29].  

The actualization of ANN with FL system has conveyed neuro-
fuzzy as dynamic smart control and made their current unmistakable 
quality. Continuing free interstate any robot should have a choice to per-
ceive its condition, between recognized data and information received on 
its circumstance and condition, plan a course which brings it to the objec-
tive circumstance from a concealed position, with square staying away 
and controlling its heading and speed. Ng et al. [30] present a neural-
joined warm controller that heads FL delineation of human information 
with NN understanding how to deal with nonlinear wonderful control 
issues. Pham et al. concentrate on making sharp multi-head robot bunch-
es fit for both independent movement and dynamic-condition joint exer-
tion at achieving bunch objectives [31, 32].  

The additional propose of the neuro-fuzzy adaptable development 
chooses a structure that empowers robot experts get-together to accomplish 
versatile wonderful control of steady assignment [33]. Portraying self-
managing course in versatile robots as an intrigue methodology inside a 
course situation, that contains squares and targets, proposes a padded NN 
controller, that contemplates course heading and course speed as controlla-
ble. Rutkowski et al. [34] understood an adaptable neuro-fuzzy social event 
of a framework; their method gathers basic and plan adaptability in neuro-
fuzzy structures. Hui et al. also, Rusu et al. took a gander at neuro-
comfortable controllers of sensor-based versatile robot course. Garbi et al. 
executed an adaptable neuro-padded acknowledgment structure in a me-
chanical vehicle course [35, 36]. 

Manipulators are one approach to manage progress in mechanical 
mechanization gainfullness. Automated controllers have been utilized in 
making operations under standard and hazardous conditions. They are 
altogether nonlinear unfathomable frameworks which tend to vulnerabili-
ties. Attaining the exact unfathomable conditions for their control laws is 
dangerous. Vulnerabilities with the dynamic models combine cloud pay-
loads and obscure frictional coefficients. Universal control or no model 
vigilant control was strongly recommended as being able to compensate 
for these vulnerabilities [37]. 

The enhanced simulation framework is a visual case of the PC inter-
face, which can be linked to a dynamic frame model to clearly reflect the 
direction and condition of the framework [38]. Virtual model was devel-
oped to utilize genuine robot design. Simulink 3D Animation is sort of a 
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characteristic program giving Simulink Models an inconceivable associa-
tion, the language of the above program is Virtual Reality Modeling Lan-
guage (VRML). Brief delineation of making the virtual structure: the me-
chanical arm is tied as an individual component, the article contains a 
change hub, a design hub and a shape pivot, in the building hub; the robot 
arm geometry is set while in the shape hub; the appearance and concealing 
are picked. The change center contains the article organization, focus point, 
interpretation, and pivot field rules;  these characteristics are related to the 
body sensor in Sim-Mechanics model connections in which the element 
arrangement is made by facilitating the activation of the robot arm wrap-
ping, and it is activated by the dynamic frame movement verified in a con-
stant. The state of the connections and the revolution of the robot joints are 
given in the designed Simulink form [39]. 

The usage of physical frameworks in a pragmatic manner is 
viewed as intricate, so working with VR innovation was an essential an-
swer to some issues in building frameworks, therapeutic applications and 
different fields, that rely upon working in 3D, since it helps to understand 
complex frameworks. In numerous applications the connections with 
virtual frameworks can be augmented by a tactile sense, and fast notes 
can be utilized to apply agent forces of VR condition to a human cli-
ent [40]. Stem responses are additionally helpful in tele-medical proce-
dure, where the fundamental specialist carefully guides specialized sensi-
tive instruments and in a result receives sensible responses.  While nu-
merous frameworks that give compensatory criticism have been created, 
many issues came under the class of cutting edge explore models, which 
have turned out to be based on vitality input as they gave third outcomes 
to these intricate frameworks [41].  

Direction in position, velocity and an increased velocity in focus 
were compared over time. The above was developed for the centers that 
allow the robot to move in multidimensional Cartesian space. The life of 
Cartesian pattern is accomplished for three conditions of the street. Cases 
are given as the immediate development technique and a bended strategy 
with a different point strategy. Case 1 and 2 are the techniques for 
straight movement by doing synchronous interpretation. Case 3 is a 
bended technique with a polynomial capacitance that is highly isolat-
ed by focus points. The joint’s direction (point, speed, and increas-
ing speed) in a common area is determined by applying retrograde kine-
matics to the robot [42]. 

The developing control of human controllers is the primary com-
ponent in dynamic examination, and the most significant hindrance to be 
defeated is the issue of the front and back motor on the grounds that the 
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7-DOF invert kinematic movements have numerous arrangements which 
prompt stereoscopic arrangements. In this field there is no complete clar-
ification and exact answer about such structures, control [43] and dodg-
ing obstructions for human controllers. For sequential processors, the 
switch drive is substantially more troublesome than the front drive. By 
and large, the dynamic development can be switched in a few different 
ways to arrive at a numerical, investigative and geometric technique. The 
numerical strategy is utilized [43], yet investigative strategies can arrive 
at all potential arrangements extensively and precisely. There is an in-
credible trouble in extricating potential arrangements yet utilizing tech-
niques are straightforward building, however it is reasonable for several 
sorts of controllers [44]. This work introduces the structure of the ANFIS 
support to the processor model, that was worked out based on the com-
puter- generated experience and condition, and reproduces the model 
with associating Matlab 2019b/Simulink and VR for executing directions 
created by its framework based on the ANFIS comfort. A contextual 
analysis, which recreated 7-DOF human controller, fulfilled outcomes 
received at reproductions, and improved the structure as a fundamental 
use of this control framework; prologue to the methodology in the prima-
ry area. The subsequent area displays the active model of 7-DOF human 
controller, then shows the ANFIS controller design and training strate-
gies for intelligent control. Area V delineates the genuine model for hu-
man manipulator arm taking care of Segment IV that shows a mimicked 
contextual analysis of framework structure up to the end. 

2. Kinematics Solution for 7-DOF Human Manipulator. The 
situation of controller joints is determined based on the estimations of the 
joint points utilized by the front engines [37, 38]. This technique is 
viewed as one of the most exact strategies in the field of work inspecting 
and delivering frameworks of converse elements. At the point, when the 
arm scope of activity is to be determined by considering a shoulder width 
denoted as D parameter, with its upper safe distance L1 , and a length of 
the lower end L2 considered, the shoulder area (PP1 (0, - DT, 0)), and a 
situation for elbow is (PP2( xpp2, ypp2, zpp2). The joint is named (qq1 ... qq7) 
and in the event that the expected situation of the essential joint is I 
in connection to I-1 with a homogeneous network 4 × 4 i-1Ti as derived 
from equation (1).  

Assuming that the situation of the seventh joint in the fixed ar-
range (PP3 (xpp3, ypp3, zpp3), given that its points are spoken to by (R-P-
Y (Roll-Pitch-Yaw) is ψ. Under these directions, the seventh position can be 
depicted by a homogeneous lattice 0T7: 
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the symbols: sqqi =sin(qqi); cqqi =cos(qqi) 
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The final posture of the racket can be calculated by matrix 7
0T as 

follows: 
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From the final angles (θ, ψ, ф) can be calculated the final posture of 
the racket by equations (1) and (2) as follows: 
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Where a tan2 (θ, ψ, ф ) is a quadratic invert shadow capacity, (3) a 

forward engine for the processor [18]. The Jacobian framework used to as-
certain the speed from the hub region as per the speed of the working. The 
task connection for all system can be expressed mathematically as: 

 
.
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The parameter Vr represents the racket speed, while 
.

q  represents the 

joint of space speed. The calculation of matrix (Jacobian matrix ) J with 
dimension (6×7), through differential transformation method with ith param-
eters of Jr can be received: 
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The parameters ai(aix, aiy, aiz), ppi(ppix,ppiy,ppiz), oi(oix, oiy, oiz), and 

ni(nix, niy, niz) represent the elements of matrix 1 :i
iT  
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The rotation of joint I is represented by symbol kk. For example, 
when the joint moved around x-axis by kk , the speed Vr with Jacobin Jr 
can be described by the Moore-Penrose (M. P) formula as follows: 

 

.
r rq J V  (8) 

 

Where 1( )T T
r r r rJ J J J   is the M.P pseudo reverse grid of Jr. The 

position of an elbow PP2 is within circle at the axis and is PP1PP3. The posi-
tion of the inside point and the areas of PP1 and PP3 decide the sweep (r) 
and the parameters for the length of arms L1 and L2, demonstrating the level 
developed with focuses PP1, PP2 and PP3 as Ω1, and the level built by focus-
es O, PP1 and PP2 is as Ω2, showing the detachment edge somewhere in the 
range of Ω1, And Ω2, as α. When the position of P3 is known, the position of 
the PP2 elbow can be interestingly controlled by α. On the off chance that 
focuses O, PP1, and PP3 have a direct relationship while PP1, PP2, and PP3 
do not exist, the Ω2, level does not exist. The point can be characterized as 
the detachment edge among Ω1, and the even plane. Additionally, if the PP1, 
PP2, and PP3 focuses are settled, the "1" level not available and the PP2 will 
be determined by the PP1 and PP3 positions and the L1 and L2 are safe dis-
tance variables. Given the general arrangement of a processor, as shown by 
Figure 1, the reversible of inverse components can be settled, if point α with 
the spots of its racket is given. As shown by the specifications of the im-
provement of human weapons, a mapping association between α and the 
position which can be worked and overcome of all an internal affiliation. 
The unit vector showing PP3 is insinuated as PP1 in the structure I (i1, i2, i3) 
and acknowledges that point α is enlisted by the decidedly ready ANN 
structure, by then the network can be modulated as follows: 
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The available structure Ω2 and its hover meet at two focuses. One of 

the focuses close to the neck by PPw (xxw, yyw, zzw) and point ∠PP2O׳; PPw is 
only a partition edge α somewhere in the range of Ω1 and Ω2. Indicate the 
standard vector of Ω2 as n and the situation of Pw ought to fulfill the condi-
tion [39]: 
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 (10) 
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Fig. 1. 7-DOF human manipulator configuration 

 
The position for Pw can be determined by (8) and (10). Additionally, 

the position for P2 (xp2, yp2, zp2) meets the condition: 
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Position of P2 can be determined by (8) and (11). As indicated by the 

places of P1, P2, P3 and a cosine hypothesis, the point of joint 4 can be de-
termined as: 
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By using the position of P2, can be calculated the: 
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At that point the edges of joint 1 and joint 2 can be determined as: 
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Also, by using the target position of P3, can be calculated the: 
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At that point the edge of joint 3 will be determined by: 
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According to (2), at that point the edges of joints 5, 6, and 7 will be 
determined as: 
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Where: *
ijT  is th ith and jij are matrix dimension of T. 

3. ANFIS Controller Model. ANFIS is a system composed of ANN 
and FIS. At the first implement Takagi Sugeno (T.S.) assessed it as an intelli-
gent system [40]. In the present investigation, four information sources are 
used: the front check separation (x1), the correct impediment separation (x2), 
the left snag separation (x3) and the objective edge (x4) and the yield is the 
guiding edge. On the off chance the rules for implementing the ANFIS struc-
ture, shown in Figure 2, are determined as follows: 
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Fig. 2. ANFIS diagram with six layers 
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Figure 2 illustrates the overall structure of the ANFIS control for any 
plant management. This hybrid ANFIS controller works with an old style 
controller. It uses the control law that pushes the ultimate responder of the 
console to an ideal position and takes the proposed estimation procedure. The 
console has six common control components; each conventional ANFIS con-
troller must be used across a strain. All ANFIS controllers have a similar 
structure and get comparative change and aptitude for standards. The ANFIS 
console chassis contains unclear fragments of FIS after the least NN squared. 
The frame structure constitutes a large number of units (and affiliations) coor-
dinated in five related configuration layers (L1 to L5) as follows: 

L1: Contains input factors (investment limits), for example, inputs 1 
and 2. The triple or costly MF can be used. This layer provides data related 
to xi for the accompanying layer. There exist two data sources (botch signal 
and bungle eer (k)) that are determined via equation (12). The point joint aid 
and its change are used as an analysis of the components inventory and their 
subsequent use in the control law by equation (11): 

The enrollment capacities expressed here as A, B, C, and D are ring-
er molded capacities and characterized through equation (27). 

All the changes given in various types of the ring formed limit, dif-
fering and according to the educational assortment for the issue considered 
caused by the fuzzy interesting parameters work for the different values of 
the parameters ag, bg, and cg. 

L2 (Attention Layer): Checks the weight of each recruiting action. 
Inputs with respect to xi are received from the initial layer, where the in-
vestment work of each cushy game plan is done for individual data factors, 
and recruitment indicates that it decides the degree to which the ninth entry 
has a spot with the set of feathers that contribute to the accompanying layer. 
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L3 (Standard Layer): Every neuron currently regulates feathered ba-
ses; each action is a starting level for each criterion. Each central point of 
the classes is marked by institutional burdens. 

L4 (Defragmentation Layer): Gives upcoming yield greetings in the 
light of the rules conclusion. The relationship between the layers is 
weighted by the lined mono sole that addresses another plan for the parame-
ters of the soft nervous frame. 

L5 (Production Layer): All information sources beginning with Lay-
er 4 are abbreviated and change the results of direct aggregation into slides. 
The ANFIS structure is usually adjusted by estimating the least squares and 
calculating the posterior propagation to estimate the coefficient of interest. 
The estimate above is used with six ANFIS controllers that control various 
parameters of the controller. 
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The ANFIS controller and the customary controller yields are in-

cluded. Post-starting, the planning of the parameters is acclimated to the 
ANFIS controller parameters as demonstrated by fleecy alteration getting 
ready standards (explained straightaway). 
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4. Design of 7-DOF Human Manipulator Based on Virtual Re-
ality. The structure prerequisites with VRML are clarified by restricted 
handling assumptions, freedom, steady self-enlistment, responsibility; 
every fashioner ought to think about these focuses. A clarification of the 
structure methods will be given in VRML. The VRML configuration re-
lies upon the fashioner's data and the picture of the article. There are two 
alternatives for planning in a computer generated reality: the first one is a 
standard arrangement, for instance, ball, table, roller etc, and the subse-
quent choice is a free structure by choosing the recorded face set one is 
to form numerous setups by free reorder focuses. Any structure is in this 
manner a genuine structure as in the subsequent choice. The subsequent 
choice begins with building these parts in a steady progression and con-
firms the state of the applicable genuine moving part.  

These processor’ pieces cannot be imitated in a computer generated 
reality, and the standard arrangement is utilized in the augmented simula-
tion library. The organization is not the same along these lines; the structure 
is accomplished utilizing the recorded face target set in a computer generat-
ed real model. The subsequent choice in the plan is significant, as the asso-
ciation between all pieces of the structure will be accomplished for the last 
item, and the beginning of the article must be resolved. Speaking about the 
beginning stage of the plan, ITS undertaking is finished by choosing the 
principal shape (e.g., the standard), and afterward interfacing of the follow-
ing shape (the subsequent joint) to the Kids catch and utilizing a similar 
methodology with different elements. Figure 3 shows the overall 7-DOF 
human manipulator as a human arm form. 

 

 
Fig. 3. Design and implementation of 7-DOF human manipulator by VR technique 
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5. Design of Hybrid Intelligent Controller. The structure of an in-
telligent controller of the human manipulator as 7-DOF model depends on 
the ANFIS design. In this work it is actually identified with a genuine esti-
mations of framework parameters, considering the real restriction of the 
human arm joints as indicated by the subtleties. The joint motor is a genuine 
motor viewed as a vehicle working as in condition (1). 

 

2
. ( ) ; 0.

16 24
m

k
T F s k

s s
 

 
 (27) 

 

Presentation of the square chart of the control framework which de-
scribes in detail (see Fig. 4) commitments for system structure that has two-
way bearing that present (TT1, TT2, TT3) and the final target position limited 
by (Tx, Ty, Tz). In this method, every joint in manipulator structure will be con-
trolled separately; as the network for seven controllers is used, all the system 
design will prepare the controlling signal with vectors ( δ ). The execution of 
the order will be done according to practical assumptions for a human arm. 

The prepared calculation contains contributions for wanted estimations 
of the point separator and the real estimations of these edges. The ideal quali-
ties are determined utilizing the investigative arrangement of the IKP calcula-
tion shown up in the previous components. The real estimations of all joint 
edges receive remarks from initial structure operated with VR innovation. 

The ANFIS controller was simulated by Matlab Ver. 2019b program-
ming Ver.2019b, with two sources of infomation, a mistake sign, and a 
change in the blunder. The fluffy derivation technique was developed by 
Mamdani and utilized on the grounds, that it is instinctive, broadly acknowl-
edged, and appropriate to real system info, and, for this system design, it gives 
preferable outcomes versus Sugeno deduction strategy (see Fig. 5).  

 

 
Fig. 4. Structure of intelligent controller with system design 
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Fig. 5. Training rules of the ANFIS controller based on Mamdani's fuzzy inference 

 

In planning the controller, kinds of participation capacities were 
attempted before choosing the best: triangular inherent enrollment 
work (trimf). 
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The experimental configuration of the ANFIS controller, i.e., 
choosing an impedance category, the participation work style, and the 
quantity of the enrollment work at a shrouded stage, gave ideal out-
comes: least number of rules and straightforward reproduction. A plan 
utilizes seven equal associated ANFIS to process an ideal avoidance for 
joints and give the ideal edge. Figure 6 shows the method of the Matlab-
fuzzy tool based on compartment structure. 

 

 

 
Fig. 6. Testing for ANFIS (off-line form) controller with surface error 
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6. Simulation and Testing of System Design. A simulation of 
this design is shown in Figure 7, a virtual reality design control diagram. 
The human arm is a complex and nonlinear system and has multiple in-
teractions in the movements for which each joint is responsible. So, to 
control this movement and implement it accurately is needed the use of 
seven networks of ANFIS controllers to execute all the movements of the 
human arm accurately. Training for these networks was built on the basis 
of the practical data of these movements, accounting for all practical lim-
itations in implementing the movements. 

The controlling rules were produced using nine principles by set-
ting standards for them using the ANN system. The exact value of the 
joint sites is returned by the back signal, and then the new command is 
calculated based on the error signal that is calculated by comparing the 
calculated site with the actual site. Moving to the second location in the 
path, except for obtaining the required accuracy, the delay achieved 
through high speed was overcome at calculating the final value that char-
acterizes the ANFIS system. Conventional controller data (PID) were 
used as starting points for smart rulers. Results and construction of these 
controllers can be seen in Figure 7. 

By examining this design for several different tracks of the arm 
and for implementing different tasks such as rotation and complex three-
dimensional movements, it can be concluded that the performance of 
double units between the traditional control system PID and smart con-
trols ANFIS has accurate, rapid and reliable results in building complex 
systems intended for industrial applications. Figure 8 presents detailed 
steps used to produce orders in controllers and the final results obtained. 

The commands in the controls are produced via Simulink / Matlab 
by applying the algorithm built for these controls. The link between the 
human arm models was built using VR. This model is operated with the 
program instructions prepared by the designer. The design was tested by 
performing different movements like twisting/elbow expansion, elbow 
rotation; shoulder snatching, flexion/shoulder augmentation, ulnar/spiral 
drift, ebb and flow/flat augmentation of the shoulder, all above postures 
shown in Figure 9. 

Control and reenactment of the human control arm have been imple-
mented currently. The joystick is collected first; at this point it is replaced by 
an additional correspondence and control interface card. Reproduction manipu-
lator and similarly generated computer experience model. The convergence 
between the reproductive robot and the original robot is confirmed by the use 
of distinct bookmarks. The results gave worthy feedback with the ANFIS con-
troller. The projects were executed by graphical user interface (GUI).  
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Fig. 8. GUI Matlab for ANFIS training and construction 

 

Various contextual investigations are presented. Instructions are 
directed to various methods and show the trend of all watched joints. The 
amplitude of the multiple boundaries was marked by the method. There 
was a need for polynomial request to ensure a smooth increase in knuckle 
movement speed. The results indicate that significant implementation 
made contact reactions faster. Therefore, new trends can possibly be en-
visioned depending on the customers’ requirements. The following com-
puterized thinking methods will be applied to the robot architecture for 
better performance after the traits. 
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Fig. 9. The implementation of different postures for 7-DOF human manipulator 

model based on hybrid intelligent controller 
 

7. Conclusion. The main goal of using smart controls of all kinds is 
to get rid of the linear systems’ persisting problems, especially in dynamic 
systems. In this work, quite a precise hybrid intelligent controller was de-
signed through using the ANFIS units, which depend on the accuracy of 
work based on eliminating all obscure obstacles at performance. The system 
administrator needs a high accuracy in training and examining  all types of 
tracks that the arm can implement and store data for these measures. Com-
paring the results of traditional PID controls and smart controllers, depend-
ing on the hybrid installation that was used, it can be seen that the results of 
smart controls are highly accurate and fast, and they can perform broad 
tasks by increasing paths’ accuracy. It can also be observed that the combi-
nation of the FIS system and the neural network system has given these 
controllers additional strength to deal with nonlinear interference in many 
complex movements that resulted in mixing more than one joint at the same 
time. The ANFIS control units with hybrid systems contribute to increasing 
the efficiency of these controllers’ performance and accomplishing complex 
tasks by relying on the calculations’ accuracy and the ability to address the 
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disturbances that occur during the performance of dynamic systems. There-
fore, the use of hybrid control units on the basis of ANFIS units could be 
recommended for complex and important applications like surgical proce-
dures and production lines for small objects in laboratories. 
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Аль Машхадани Ю.И. Дизайн и анализ человекоподобного манипулятора с семью 
степенями свободы на основе гибридного интеллектуального контроллера. 

Аннотация. Представлено взаимодействие с 3D-моделями в среде виртуальной 
реальности (ВР), которое соотносится с движением реальной руки человека. Точность 
позиционирования достигается благодаря обратной связи. Ключевую роль в поиске 
оптимальных значений управляющих сигналов играет адаптивная нейро-нечеткая 
система вывода (Adaptive Network-based Fuzzy Inference System, ANFIS), сочетающая в 
себе преимущества нейронных сетей (NN) и нечеткой логики (fuzzy logic, FL).  

Данный подход дает точные результаты при добавлении обучающей сигнальной 
системы к комбинированной обучающей базе, используемой при объединении метода 
пропорций наклона; ошибка наименьших квадратов (LSE) подготавливает ANFIS к 
любым фреймворкам. Контроллер на основе ANFIS был применён к робототехнической 
системе с семью степенями свободы, модель которого была разработана в виртуальной 
реальности, воспроизводящей системные конструкции через Matlab/Simulink, чтобы 
соединить ВР-модель с инструкцией для выполнения команд гибридным 
интеллектуальным контроллером на основе технологии ANFIS. Данная 
усовершенствованная процедура при внедрении полученных результатов показывает 
возможность практического использование предлагаемой системы контроллера. 

Ключевые слова: человекоподобный манипулятор, гибридный интеллектуальный 
контроллер, виртуальная реальность, искусственные нейронные сети. 
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